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!.tl~I:2.<!1!Q.~l.Qtl 

This paper is an exposition of some of the \deas that 

T have been pursuing as part of the honors program in physics 

at Stanford university. It concerns some very recent (all 

within the last ten years) ideas that apply topological con

cepts to various areas in physics. Though a number of the 

ideas and derivations within are my own, my major contri 

bution has been to bring together in one place ideas that 

are scattered allover the literature. I have tried to present 

things in a self-contained fashion (with the exception of 

differential forms which were useful in examples at several 

pOints but not central enough to warrant a full exposition). 

This has been a very useful exercise for solidifying ~y 

understandtng of the various topics. 

Tn the first section T discuss the structure of physical 
~ 

theory and the possible role of topology, using the various 

forms of Maxwell's equations as an example. The second sec

tion gives- some of the background topological ideas used 

later. The third section discusses the intuitively appealing 

topological excitations that appear in one-dimensional f\eld 

theories and shows why they don't straightforwardly appear 

in higher dimensional theor1es. Therefore the fourth sec

tion develops the general structure of gauge theories within 

which they can appear. The fifth section demonstrates a 

number of topological objects that can appear in gauge field 

theories. The last section shows a similar phenomenon in 
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statistical mechanics. First vartous features of the Tsing 

model are discussed. The rtle ~f vort1ces with non-trivial 

topological windtng number 1n the phase transitions of the 

X-y model and a variety of other systems then concludes 

this dtscussion. 

I would like to thank Dr. Leonard Susskind for being 

my advtser and for teaching me a lot about physics. 

,,,
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I. \itu._ml..&b.!_t2122l25.I._Q~_I:~l~y.~12t_t2_12tu.~1~~! 

How is physics possible? A priori one might expect that 

one would need at least one mark on the paper for every event 

in the world that one is attemptIng to describe. In such a 

situation the world would be easier to comprehend than any 

description. The way that physics gets out of this tangle 

is through the observation that there are aspects of the world 

which are the same. It is possible to describe the similarity 

between events in much less space than a description of all 

the events invOlved. Through many applications of this process 

one arrives at its quintessential version in the concept of 

universal physical law and the enterprise of physics is on. 

From such a perspective, the task of physics is to find 

and describe the stmilarities in the structure of the universe. 

What is the appropriate language for such a description? First 

attempts might be to try to symbolize identical events. Such 

attempts are bound to fail for)by definitionJan exact total 

symmetry is not observable. If two events don't differ in any 

aspect they are indistinguishable. What is needed is a more 

subtle description which can capture) for example) the similarity 

of two events at different places or the similarity only in 

shape of a red and a blue marble. 

The key is to shift attention from the events which are 

similar to the set of all transformations under which the 

symmetry involved is invariant. It is a remarkable fact that 

one may abstract a small number of common features of these 
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sets which serve to characterize them exactly. Objects with 

these features had arisen in the theory of equations and 

mathematicians called them groups. Some of their properties 

were known to Lagrange in 1800, but the first abstract definition 

was given in 1849 by Arthur cayley1. A group is a set G with a 

"multiplication" defined so that the product of two elements of 

G is again an element of G and the following axioms are satisfied: 

1. If a,b,ceG then a(bc)=(ab)c 
2. There 1s an 1dentity element etG such that for any 

a{G it is true that: ae=ea=a 
:3 • Given any atG there exists an element all G so a-'a=aa' =e 

One can easily see that symmetry transformations satisfy these 

axioms (w1th doing noth1ng as 1dentity and und01ng a transformation 

as its inverse). Further, most types of groups show up in physics 

so the character1zation is a good one. From this simple beginning 

has developed an enormous mathematical subject. A lot of the 

concepts developed have direct relevance to the phys1cal situat10n 

(e.g. subgroups, quotient groups, product groups, an~ homomorphisms 

wh1ch are maps between groups which preserve the product). Some 

examples'of'sym'll1etry'groups are the Poincare' group, the Gal1lean 

group, their common subgroup: the rotat10n group, 1sospin rotation 

and various other particle symmetries, crystallographic point 

groups and permutation groups of identical particles. We'll see 

other uses for:'groups shortly. 

Symmetry arguments give qualitative information (which is 

what we're ultimately after anyway) like select10n rules and 

possible quantum nu~bers. They are therefore at the high-level 

end of the spectrum of levels of description. When we wish to 
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talk-about individual objects or examples it is convenient to 

break the symmetry of the high-level description. Thus we 

introduce coordinate systems, label identical particles, 

work in part1cular gauges,-referem:~e.framest,'>and representations, 

and introduce explicit generators for our groups, bases for our 

vector spaces and phase conventions allover. We then add the 

requirement that nothing physical can depend on our choice. 

Description on-this level is often mechanically easy to deal 

with and is crucial for explicit calculations. Such conveniences 

are irrelevant to the physics, however. As the sy~t.ems get 

more complex such descr1ptions get increasingly unwieldy and 

more and more of the formalism becomes irrelevant to the physical 

situation at hand. 

It i9 for this reason that some powerful methods for 

"coordinate-free" high-level description have been developed. 

We find that when described in a coordinate free manner, physics 

looks simple. Often it is considerably easier to see what's 

going on a-t this level and more high-level concepts are expressible. 

A few examples are in order: In quantum mechanics the Heisenberg 

vers1on-.ofmatrtx mechanics or the Schroo inger wave mechanics 

are well-suited for specific problems but necessitate a large 

number of speCial cases. These get unified in the Dirac bra and 

ket notation. Another example is special relativity which has 

lots of complicated special cases which unify when things are 

expressed as 4-vectors in spacetime. 

For an explicit example, we look at the development of 
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the vacuum Maxwell's equations. Maxwell's original version 

consisted of 8 partial differential equations and b more to 

define the potenti~l: 
r---------------------------------------------------------------. 

dt3(.,.. d 8J!. r ~:: 0lli + 44 T lli =. LJ."f}
dX oy ~e / ~)( 'oy ()t 

~ 6-l ~~ _ J.. ~ Et _ 4'1t-r ~ - ~ _ -L 'afu ::: i.J7rI 
A 1 - ~ c. dt - 7°"1.. ()i d)t c.;it c ! 

J 13 _ ~ (fl( .L ~.:: fJJt:s ~ tt - ~ .f- .L ~ - 0 
~ - - c. 't c ~ Tj ~ r (. 'otd ~ ~ y u 

.~ E~ __ ~ ~ 'r.L aB,. = 0 d El _ ~ t-.l ~ - 0 
d~ oJ(. c. of ~' x dY c. at 

-- __ r d c _ (1 = I] ill- --E )! =-c ~ <h "It '* ! 
d)( - x 'or ! di-'" vf?if x t 

'oAy_ 'tlAt :- t5~- Vk:: B
dl d~ Y ~'" --ry ~ 

This was the form Einstein used in the 1905 special relativity 

paper. 
~ 

In this form 
. 

the relativistic transformation properties 

are an un-tntuitive mess. 

Next came the spatial coordinate-free version which is 

now standard: 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0

V- E =-411f V' G= 


~ ~ J..lfi.
nX ~- d~ ':1:!r::; \l X E r c. 'at 
~ 

;; 0V fJ 
_Ic."IT -_ 

c. v 
--.l --l --l ~ ...:a. 

V"E~-E V X A ~ [) 
~~~~____ ~\ d' ~________~__•________________•_____________ 

-J. ...li. 

Symbols like Vand E and the concept of d iv, grad, and curl 
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eliminate arbttrary coordinates and provtde us With new 

higher-level concepts. Vector analysis was still treated 

with caution by some in the 1940's!~' 
Next came the fully relativistic tensor notation: 

L _ cAl) ~ lIFA4dFAV +- ~F~A +' ~.:O
r./lfv - d x~ - dx)oI d)(4t d)( U ~x; = 1~• I: 

Here the electro-magnetic unification becomes apparent as does 

the relativistic invariance.But we still have particular indices 

and coordinate transformation matrices etc. cluttering up the 

concepts. 

In the 1920's and 1930's Elie Cartan and his coworkers 

developed coordinate-free notation for differential geometry. 

This finally came to be used in theoretical physics about 15 

years ago. In this notation Maxwell's equations are:¥ 

1 F~(II+::~: ~?~~ :~~~:F~'~!:::· .:: 1 

Here the A and J are one-forms (covariant vector fields) and 

F is a two-form (covariant anti-symmetric second rank tensor 

field). The ...d operator is a beautiful example of a high-level 

notion unifying lots of seemingly disparate lower levels. It 

is the dual notion (talks about functions of the object it is 

dual to) to the boundary operator a (give tt a manifold and it 

returns the boundary). 
.~ 

An n dtmensional manifold and an n-form 

contract via integration to give a number. The duality is 

~anifest through the generalization of Newton's, Gauss's, 

Green's and Stoke's Theorems: Jw= rdw. The d 
H .. Jc. 

operator generalizes 
. 



the gradient (O-forms to l-forms), the curl (i-forms to 2-forms), 

and the divergence (2-forms to 3-forms) in three dimensions. 

From the general concept: the boundary of a boundary is zero 

(e.g. the 2-dimensional surface of a 3-dimensional solid ball 

has no i-dimensional edges) we get the general concept dd=O. 

In three dimensions this subsumes: curl grad=O and div curl=O. 

In the case of E&M the first Maxwell equation follows from 

this purely geometric reason: ddA=dF=O. Similarly if we let 

d act on the second Maxwell -equation we obtain:dd*F=d*J=O 

which is just the continuity equation for the charge-current 

3-for'D.. 

This last example is a beautiful example of a topological 

idea (these structures are the base for homology and cohomology 

theory) shedding light on the physical structures involved. 

The idea is that in our conventional formulations we miss a 

kind of symmetry by imposing too much structure. There are a 

whole class of physically relevant properties where continuity 

and not distance 1s the crucial factor. These properties are 

the domain of topology. 
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II. ~h~i_l~_iQ~Q12SZt 

"Topology is the study of topological spaces and conttn, 
uous functions between them." A topological space is a set 

of pOints with a notion of closeness (a specification of the 

open subset~) but, in general, no notion of distance. A 

large area,; called point-set topology, is devoted to the 

study of properties at this level. As of now,most of this 

work is irrelevant for physics and we need only consider the 

very "ntcest" of topological spaces. In fact, we w111 deal 

only with manifolds~ whose local properties are Itke Euclid

ean space (there is an open set about each point tn the mani

fold that is homeomorphic to an open ball in Rn' and in adcH tion 

the manifold inherits the local differentiable structure). We 

thus look at smoothness and continuity but not distance. " 

/ 50111e typical examples of manifolds are: Eucltdean spaces 

(of any dimension, e.g. pOints, lines, planes, etc.), spheres, 

open balls (solid balls wtthout the boundtng sphere), toruses 

(with any number of holes), projective planes (solid balls 

with diametrically opposite points identified), etc. These 

objects are the elementary particles of topology from which 

more complicated things are bUilt. 
--~---~~-1""--------------------..-.-------~.....-.~~~' 

I 
( ," /. , '" '. '," . f,... ('L~. .~.7 0 ~,',:~','~~" ~ ~'9P.'(( QCY ~ '0" , 

The area of topology which we will be concerned with is 

the more co~binatorial algebraic topology. This area had its 

beginnings around,,1890wtth-·Poincare, who invented a lot of 
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the c'oncepts in order to resolve questions of stability in 
. 1

celestial mechanics and mechanics in general. Algebraic 

topology really began as an "experimental" subject, trying 

to understand already existing "natural" sorts of objects. 

A typical problem is to characterize properties of top

ologicalobjects which are invariant under continuous dis

tortions (bending and stretching but no ripping pr glueing). 

Thus, for example, the "knottedness" or "linkedness" of loops 

of string is independent of how you bend them around (for 

technical reasons one must actually consider the topology of 

the space outside the string in this particular case) • 
. . '" ...- ...- .. 

vs. or vs.0 a 0 o m I 
I 

--i 

This sort of idea has had a powerful effect on physicists 

in the past 'since it is such an intuitively appealing way of 

getting conserved objects in discrete packets. Einstein 

wanted to model elementary particles as little "tunnels" 

between two planes. Wheeler wanted to view electric charges 

usirtg·...wormholes" connecting distant pOints in" space, within 

which were trapped lines of electric flux. One opening would 
i appear to be a positive charge, the other a negative charge.' 

=-/ 
.~'!~ .. -.. ~ 


.'.I~l~..'r·":~
}, pat ./' 
;;I.lI'. / 

'~l!!~!~l!!~~ 
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.'lr~ ~~ 1 e t t1 .:: set11"0 eas were never re~ined nto e e 1:10,0 els, 

f ~ -. 
L 1. ~e some st~t19r th up ~11 L.lo:r~e el~n 

U 1~1 t i" orl::~. 

To some of flavor ide98 in algebr9ic topolo;y, 
q

'11 look bri afly &t,t t'HO classical theorems of BrOU~1er (1911). 

The ftrst states that there are no continuous non-vani8htng 

't8ngent vector fie Ids on even dimensional spheres. Thus the 

wind must still at·some petnt on the earth's surface and 

comb a hairy billtard ball • 
.".."'-'..----~-.-.--."--.-~."...,-~.--,.-~--. -- -.-.-----.-...-.... ~.'"'~,.-~~..--- .......-. 


n 
\'- t\0;\----",., i'", ~'" j'" "'-. \ I' '.i :').... H , but in>.J" " \ (" ) ll><\I"" \ :}. J/~"'1 one d tm. :\ "'~'.'.'''.''~'' ''''Z; '"', ~",",

"~-;:w",,-, Ui", , '- I 

'~ hi] 

·The.::lther "i.S the so-called fixed-potnt theorem. This says 

. that for n~O, every, continuous map from the n-d lmensiona.l ball 

f must le9,ve a.t least one point fi.xed. lTIhus if one 

"stirs a cup of coffee (no splashing allo'Ned), 8.t least one 

of the fluid ~'Ti 11 end up at its starting point. 01" if 

you take t'l'l'Q identical sheets of paper and crumple one UP and 

set U; on the ot:ler, at least one point must be dtrectly over 

C{)I~res-pond point on the other sheet. 
--~-... -.----'~- ..... ""'"-',-~, 

rSY.t\ 
.~:":=~;~~ /.d~ 
, ' '-,;.;..:.:-' L<~ "t-~1Jyt."=-\

l' .) ---..,::...... I . " , 
_- . i \1 ----/'!'~ ."' " I.~f or 
- ..: ; ,-7 j f . ~" .. J ~ I 


. -. \"....,/1 

,,~~, 1 '" F 

-...--) .",-~~,! --' 

oal use of the fixed point theorem is to show that 
. Ii> 

there be a solution to some nonl"near different1.al equat'Lon. 
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The idea is to write the equation as an equality between 

the desired function and some aontinuous transformation there

of. Thus we map continuously a region of function space to 

itself and there must be a fixed point which is the des1red 

solution. 

These theorems appear to be so general that one wonders 

how one would even begin to prove them. The key idea is 
',0

contained in an area of mathematics known as category theory. 

One defines a collection of objects and morphlsms between them 

as a category. One then defines maps between categories 

called functors that associate structures from different parts 

of mathematics in a well defined way. Tn our case, topological 

structures get mapped into algebraic ones. Amazingly, complicated 

problems on the topology side sometimes turn into tractable 

algebraic problems. The structure looks like: 

~ategory --'0 yJ =-- .___
..----~7/ ,.3 ;;'.am 4~+ 

TOPOLOGY 

topological. • . t~ 
spaces 

The main two examples of this lllap are homology theory 

and homotopy theory. We have already seen one example of 

homology (cohomology) theory ideas applied to dlfferential 
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forms. In homology theory, given a topological space X, one 

defines a group Cn(X) of finite chains for each dimension n. 

The elements of Cn(X) are linear combinations with integer 

coefficients of maps from n-dimensional oriented tetrahedra 

into X, such that all but a finite number of the coefficients 

are zero. Thus the elements of Co are associations of integers 

with pOints in the space; of C1 integers with directed PB;ths; 

of C2 or~ented tZ:ia~:.s ~ o~ CJ or~:E-~ed te.:.:ah.~rons!....:~..! 

inCo(X) ~ (1.(1.)~. 

b "q __ _____~ x 

The group operation is pOintwise (pathwise, trianglewise, 

tetrahedronwise, etc.) addition of the integers with the con

vention that opposite orientation changes the sign (soy:-l~ or 

5 lin:: -S'"~ ). One then defines a homomorphism d: Cn(X)--+ C -1 (X)n

which takes any element to its oriented boundary (so S' t-4 t. --S

and 6&:.,!.,.' *). The image of} is a subgroup of C n-1 (X) 

called B - 1 and its elements are the boundaries of n-dimensionaln 

chains. The kernel (elements that get taken to zero) of ~ is 

a subgr~up of Cn(X) called Zn and its elements are those chains 

that have no boundary. We saw that the boundary of a boundary 

is zero so Zn is a subgroup of Bn. If the space is contractible 

to a pOint, then all boundaryless chains are the boundary of 

something in the space. If, however, there are "holes" then 

chains of the appropriate dimension can go around the hole in 

such a way that they have no boundary, yet are not the boundary 
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Thus we are motivated to define the nth homology group: Hn=Bn/Zn. 

It is a measure of the kind's of "holes" in the space. The 

sequence of groups En is the algebraic object we associate 
If. 

with the topological space X. All of these notions carryover 

to differential forms where they generalize the notions of exact 

and closed, famtliar from the theory of ordinary differential 

equations. 

The homotopy group map is less powerful but easier to 

visualize. We begin by discussing the first homotopy group,' 

also known as the fundamental group, of our topological space 

X. We consider maps from the oriented circle 81 (in general, 

the n-dimensional sphere Sn is the set of points in Rn+l sat 

isfYing~ (x~)2=1) into X such that the image includes aD~ 

given point p~X. We say that two such maps are homotopic 

if they Oan be continuously distorted into one another (these 

notions may easily be made precise at the expense of cluttering 

up the notation). We can easily see that this is an equi

valence relation. For the punctured plane: 

~ of) 

(ll\.t 

-- ~/#I- tj) f ~ 
---------------------------------------------' 

The elements of the first homotopy group will be these equi

valence classes. The product will be the class of the path 
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by first going along a representative of the first class 

following it with a representative of the class we're taking 

with. The identity is the class of loops contractible 

point. The inverse of a loop is the class of the same 

taken as going in the other direction. The resulting
12. 

p structure is denoted by lr.(X). With X as before: 

r fA 8 f = F!P7 = !?i?7 =il!!7 
'- irl~fit, . 

---...-.T-/lfl~ !!?lJ=W = 
iltVe,tt . 

&J r !!fl =JJ€j 
We can see that the equivalence classes may be labeled 

the number of times we lo.op around. the hole (posi ttve for 

counter-clockwise, negative for clockwise, for instance). The 

class addition is then just like addition of integers (go 

around twice plus go around three times equals go around 

five times, etc.). The plane with a hole in it is topologically 

equivalent to the circle Sl, ,so we have shown1T'l(Sl)=z (Z is 

the group of integers under addition). 

Consider the case where X is the two dimensional torus: ~. 

We can label the class by the number of times we loop around 

the center hole ~ and the number of times we loop through 

i t ~. We can see that these numbers add independently 
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so the group is Z)( Z (the direct product of two groups A 'l<.. B 

ts the group of ordered patrs (a,b), aCA, b£B, with multtplication 
I I (I

deftned by: (a,b)(a,b)=(aa,bb) ). This is a special case of 

the lJlore general theorem 1I~(A '( B)=1t.,(A) X ~(B). (The torus is 

S l x.S l • ) 

As another example consider the projective plane E:) (disc 

with oppostte points on the "edge" identified). We have two 

kinds of paths, those that cut an odd number of times through 

the "edge" like @ or ~ and those that cut across an even 

number of times like @ or e. The sum of two odd paths 

is even so the group is Z2 (=Z/2Z the group containing elements 

0,1 so that: 0+0=0, 1+0=0+1=1, 1+1=0). 

The above notions may be generalized to the nth homotopy 

group of a spacewritten1rh(X). Everything is the same except 

that instead of considering maps from Sl, we consider maps 

from Sn. It's not too hard to see that tr~(Sm)=o for n<m (you 

can't lasso a basketball) and that 7r~(Sn)=Z (sphere can go 

once around itself, tWice, etc.). Surprisingly enough, it is 

not the case that ~(Sm)=O for m<n in general. This is shown 

by the Hopf map: 'irJ (S2 )=Z. (The unit quaternions a+bl'fcd1-dk;

a2+b2+c2+d2~1 are an example of s3. Multiply by e t & and you 

can mix a and band mixc and d but not between them. Thus if 

we identify all those points related by multiplication by eta 

we get two parameters and thus S2 which can now map non-trivially 
2 13. 

onto S .) 

Now that we have considered some algebraic topology, we 

must see how it relates to some topological algebra. A continuous 
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group is a group that i~ in additio~ a topological space and 

the group product and inverse are continuous functions. One 

example is the additive group of real numbers with the usual 

topology. Another important such group is U(l), the group of 

complex numbers e ie ,ereal, under multiplication with the 

topology induced from the complex plane. This space is iso

morphic to 81 • Almost all of the interesting topological 

aspects. of physics arise from the non-trivial topological 

structure of the groups involved. Thus a lot of the richness 

of quantum ~echanics comes from the use of complex numbers, 

which have a multiplicative structure: U(l)l(R-[Oj). Thus 

the distinct Lz eigenvalues in the hydrogen atom can be viewed 

as arising from homotopically distinct maps from the 81 det

ermined by the polar angle; to the 81 of the U(l) phase of 

the wavefunction. 

Most of the continuous groups in physics are in addition 

Lie gro,,:ps (there is a parameter spa'ce and group operations 

are analytic functions of the parameters)' and in particular 

usually one of the classical groups. These are subgroups of 

the groups GL(N) of non-zero determinant ~N matrices under 

''Imultiplication. 

An important example is the 2-dimenstonal, unit-determinant, 

unitary matrices 8U(2). An element U=(~~) satisfies the. 
+ ..., (q-.. C"I<J (d -D) * condi tions det U=ad-bc=l and U =U = tr 4" = -c" so that d =a 

and c*= -b implying laI 2+lb/ 2=1. 80 each matrix of 8U(2) 

is associated with a point on the three dimensional sphere 83 
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he direction of 

ameter space 

about which 

points 

same 

.opposed pOints 

thattr; (P3)=Z2. 

'-----~... _= 

Rotation by 

rotation at all. 

as a 

case 

ZN in SU(N) 

4-dimensional space (a,b complex). Thus the topology of 
3 ~ is isomorphic to S • 

Another important group is that of rotations in 3-dimensions 

We define a 3-dimensional parameter space by identifying 

a line from the origin to the point ·in par

as the a:s:ts' . .'about :;wl'1t;.chowe:·netate;:, S f:.... ~ .~'{:,t·~ ':' ..... 

and the distance from the origin to the point as the angle 

to rotate about this axis. We must identify the 

~ and -~along this line since they correspond to the 

rotation. Thus the, topology is that of the 3-dimensional 

projective plane (3-dimensional solid ball with diametrically 

on the surface identified). But we saw above 

Thus there are two classes of rotations which 

cannot be continuously deformed into one another. 

~ c -:-r:rJif..t-by" 'It o,.;t4"~-.-.'-.------------,

t:;E.f.lUI\'\ b, =1= i~'O c)bttt t 
1. J,f..... ~'f"I)""Je.y s,ic(, I 

r.w.; M ~ -It dtuJ l 
.....,..~ Ii ". ..........,... • ... ,.!II......... ~.......,....... trr' ~...._~'_.______ 


2~about an axis is in the other class from no 

It is for this reason that we get dou9le

valued representations of the rotation group and thus sptnorial 
Ib

quantities with half-odd integer angular momenta•. 

It turns out that SU(2)/Z2 is isomorphic as a group and 

topological space to SO(3). The above is a particular 

of the result 1rl(SU(N)/ZN)=~ for N~2. The embedding of 

is as e ia2Y!NI, a=O,l, ••• ,N-l. This result comes 

(22) 



about- because a closed path in SU(N)/ZN must have come from 

a path in SU(N) beginning at the identity T but ending on any 

of the N elements of ~.that get mapped to the identity. These 

paths are clearly tnequivalent and have the group structure 7~. 
,~ 

(23)· 




III. ·~Qltt2U~_~Uq_~h~_~ln~:~Q~~n_~~~~~lQU 

We shall now look at the way some of these topolological 

concepts manifest themselves in physics. The main idea we 

shall consider is that of topological excttations. These 

11lay be thought of as non-zero energy packets trapped by the 

topology of the situation. We shall see that there are also 

topological conservation laws and so the intuitive picture 

of interacting particles lends itself to these excitations. 

"Solitary waves" with some of these characteristics 

were known in classtcal physi.cs to arise from certain non

linear differential equations. In 1834 Scott-Russell had 

his " ••• ·first chance i.nterview with that singular and beau

tiful phenomena" while riding on horseback alongside a canal. 

He observed a water wave from a boat that· "accumulated round 

the prow of the vessel in a state of Violent agitation, then 

suddenly leaving it behind, rolled forward with great velOCity, 

assuming the. form of a large solitary elevatton, a rounded, 

s~ooth and. well defined heap of water, which continued its 

course along the channel apparently without change of form 
'¥,or dimunition of speed." 

In 1895, Korteweg and deVries derived the equation: 

¢t+«'P ¢",+ Pl(llt =0 (now called the KdV equation) for shallow 

water waves, ignoring dissipation, and showed that it has 

solitary wave solutions. These were thought to be due to 

~pecial initial conditions until Zabusky and Kruskal used 

a computer model to show that two such waves retained their 

shape and velocity after a collison (a little time delay 

(24) 
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being the only effect). They termed such waves "solitons". 

Since then this term has come to be applied to any non-dispersive 

waves (along with the names "kink", "lump", etc.). We will 

see that in at least some cases their behavior stems from 

topological properties. 

We will consider some classical field equations. The 

potentially relevant quantum field theoretic versions make 

the variables into fields of operators on the Hilbert space 

of state vectors. At present, these equations can only be 

dealt with perturbatively most of the time. Using Feynman 

path integrals, it can be shown that the perturbation should 

be taken about the classical solutions. Thus there is the 

posstbility that topologically distinct classlcal solutions 

will identify distinct quantum sectors as-well. 

Throughout we take ~=c=l and choose the ~etric gtt=l, 

gxx=-l, where x represents all spatial dimensions. We begin 

with a scalar field .~ in one spatial dimension x. We constder 

a Lagrangian density: t=±~)1~).ti~-L,f(¢): ±(~Y·-±(~r--U(~). 
where U is a potential energy dependent on~ but not on its 

derivatives. In the cannonica1 manner we find the Euler

Lagrange equations of .."otion to be: ;~ - d.xL(i",¢») := 0 
~ -Lf'(;)-dAlf().·±J«¢):: -lA'(f)-},,,.4ffj or ~~'1.- 4;~, -= -U'(;) 
and the Hamiltonian denSitY:~r:::i(~r·+ t(*r· ·HA{¢) • Thus the 

energy is: H:. J: (~(*yz. t -i t~ r-+ lA{~}) h. 
Considering constant ¢ we see that for the energy to be 

bounded below, U(¢) must be. We can shift the energy scale 

so that the minimum of U is defined to be zero energy. Any 

(25) 




solution with finite energy (i.e. the physical ones) must 

have 1 approach one of the zeroes of U as x-t ±oo as we can 

see from the expression for H. If U has only one zero ~::: ~() 

then as x-t ±ooJ ~ must go to ¢o. Such solutions disperse in 

the usual manner until the energy is spread over large regions 

of space. 

Consider now the possibility that U{~) has two zeroes, 

say U(t,)=U{~J=O. Now we can only say that as X-7;too t; either 

goes to ¢. or to ~L. If ~(oo) ......~ and ~{_f»)-+¢, or if ¢(~)-t'l.. 

and tf> (-Oov )-t~t we~e in the same dispersive situation as 

before. If cJ> (OQ)~ 1, and ~ (-"0)-+ f, , howe~er, somewhere 

between x=-.oo and +00, ~ must be different from ¢I and ~l. (it 

has to cross the higher energy region +,<~<~~). This energy 

can never disperse since it is trapped by. the topology of 

the situation. 
J... A ,l,..t. 1.. l.

As an explicit example consider U{¥)=l:(~ -a) which 
+=-0. f. 4{;) / 

looks like: \, ~!.C!j. We can find a time-tndependent, 

localized energy, solution. With~ =0 the equation of ~otion 
becomes ~"l.1~ :: U'(rp) = l.A ¢ (f"-q~ .to d;~ ~ =l.\ ~ ( 41._().1.) ~ 

= itx{ (~r') ::~( 1: (4~-~'-r-) So i (~)1.~ 1: (~L _~ly·+C 
The constant C must be zero since at infinity U{~) vanishes 

and so does ~. So ~:: ± vr (tj;~_ql) =? ~ J:-a1!~ 2 :.:!:S~~ ~ ± ( )(- b) 

s. m-t{ lo~ ( ~~~) ,,± (1<- h) Or 1(x) < " ~,,~ (± \IT ~k b»). I~. 
This solution is remarkable in a number of respects. 

Let us first draw a sketch to get some tntuitive feel for 

its properties: 

(26) 
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solution with the plus sign is called 

minus sign an anti-kink. 

If we try to make the ki.nk wider, 

field will be sitting on the hump, rais1ng the energy. 

try to squeeze it into a smaller region, 

goes up, raistng the energy. There is an 

shape which we found by integrating the Euler-Lagrange equations. 

situation is similar to a chain 

on a humped surface in a gravitational field. 

can put the kink anywhere by changing b, but that with the 

imposed boundary conditions tt must 

that this is not changed by letting things vary with time. 

In fact, the Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian implies 

that if 4(x,t):f(X) is a time independent solution, 

~ (_-vt)~(x,t)=f ~t-~t. is also a solution for v(l. 

~ove like particles. 

The important thing to notice about this example is that 

from the given structure of the problem and 

that there is no energy at infinity, 

into topological classes that are not 

(27) 

a kink and the'one 

Notice that their shapes are 

then more of the 

If we 

then the curvature 

energetically favorable 

(with some tension) lying 
'J.(J. 

Note that we 

be somewhere. We can see 

then 

. The kinks can 

the assumption 


our solutions split 


connected by a continuous 



trans~ormation (thus no 

Tn the given example 

n,,; ,;" f _• ~• ..-.... 
___._,,___"""'" 

The first two must 

regardless of the form of the field 

this example we 

pairs but the net 

served quantity. 

vation law which, 

"topological quantum numbers". 

The ~~ 

or anti -kink because U(4) had only two 

get any number of net ,kinks by considering U(~) with many 

minima. 

equation: U=?(1-cos~P) leading to the equation of motion: 
"l.J\ ~-tfi - oill. +~ sinp>~ =0 

was one of the first atthpts at 

quantum theory). 

number of kinks: 

~ 

.....~--".,....-'--f,.'-----~_____. 
" .--=-~ 

x - (28) 

l/
phystoal prooess can mix them). 

we have 4 such classes: 
---.".--.- -

~ fQ ! -+ L,~r 
I ! t j{ lo' t ~ \ '\ j "'1\"/ t 

l. T '--'-'" . 1 \ I -' \ oJ' ' 
' 1 -'-~ r • 

have a kink and anti-kink respectively, 

inside the rectangle. In 

oan have widely separated kink, anti-kink 

kinknu'l1ber=#kinks·'- #anti-kinks is a con-

This is an example of a topological conser

in the quantum case, would allow us to define 

potential example could only have one net ktnk 

minima. We can easily 

One popular example is known as the stne-gordan 

al~ ~,
(the Klein-Gordan equation:dF - ~l.+m~ =0 

a relativistically invariant 

This clearly can have solutions with any 

fU(q) 

hi) J f.A~h 



"This example is particularly interesting since in 1975 

Coleman showed that the quantum version of the stne-gordan 

equation is equivalent to the zero~charge sector of the mass

ive Thirring model. The soliton conservation of the sine

gordan equation goes over to conventional kinematical Noe

therian conservation of the number of quanta of the Thirring
.,.1

model field. 

These ideas arise quite naturally in the somewhat arti 

ficial case of one-dimensional fields. Unfortunately, the 

extension to higher dimensions is not straightforward due to 

a result known as Derrick's Theorem. For a theory, such as 

we have been considering, with Lagrangian density:J..=.iJ..IJ(~)""+-lA(~ 
where U( ~ ) has a. minimum value of zero, in D spatial dim

ensions, the only time-independent solutions are the ground 

stat e s , for D~ 2. 

It is intuitively clear that we cannot get things trapped 

like we did before in one dimension, because outside of some 

large sphere the energy must vanish. Since,for D~2, this 

region is connected, the value of ~ must lie entirely in one 

component of the zero-set of U. Thus we can continuously 

distort ~ within the sphere to lie entirely in one of the 

zeroes of U. 

The proof that there are no time independent solutions 

is an interesting scaling argument,though. We" define: V, [<Pl=-i SCvcf»'etOX 
and:~[fJ=SU(~)dOv • So the action per unit time is : 

L [ ~] =- S! it) JVi :: ~ l i ( ~)l._ i ( t7 ~)'- Li (~)1JDt = - VI [ ~] - VJ. [ ~] 

(29) 
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since we're considering time independent solutions. We want 

the action to be stationary: L=O. We consider variations of 

~ parameterized by ..\ : ¢j,(t) =11A~ where ~, tt) is the extremal 

JIU - \~D,f)",;\ .L - ~(A~ ~ ... \ L
solut ion. Now 'I. -A G( '''~ and oX - -rx~- 1\ )().~ so we see: 

V,[~l]: ±f(V~ArLJ'\~ = ~J('\ ~A~) ~~)1.rO JP(Ay):: ').>--0 VI C4,] 

V)J~l]:'S U(~).)Jf)t.: A-D SfA(~l)olPIAi) =.l-D Vl-[f,] 
by change of variable's in the integrals. So: 

L[ ~A1 :_>.."--0 Vp,J- A-D \/J1/1,] I D -0-1 

at;: AUPlJ 1>."1 =. 0 :: [- (l--D)A - V.Cf,]fOA Vl.[ ¢, ]]).--/ 
:; (D-l) v, r~I] + nVL [ ~a1 =0 . 

but VI and V2. are positive if 4>. is not identically a zero 

of U. Thus for D ~2 we cannot have any time-independent 
2:)

solutions of finite energy. 

Thus for higher dimensions we need a more complicated 

field structure. In the next section we discuss just such 

a structure which has appeared in a number of different 

places in physics. 

(30) . 




• 	G.:1!\!.g,~_tb.~Q.t:1.~§. 

At the present time, the fundamental theories that hold 

the most promise for a unified understandtng of physical 

are probably gauge theories. The basic idea 

ind these theories ts the introduction of new ftelds to 

orce the local invarianceunder some previously known 

Some of the bastc concepts involved were 

loped in the differential geometry of Riemman around 
~~ .

61. The idea of local gauge transformations inventedwas 
lS 

Hermann Weyl in 1918. He applied the idea to eleotro
l.r

etism in 1929 and in 1951 Schwinger used it in quantum

l.'
ectrodynamics. ·In 1954, Yang and Mills developed a non
2.1

lian gauge theory for the SU(2) of isospin. Tn 1967 Weinberg 
7-i 

Salam invented their unified gauge theory of weak and 

ctro~agnetic interactions, which was shown in 1971 to be 
'l.~

izable by 't Hooft. In 1972 gauge theories were 

to 	the strong interactions in the theory known as 
. 30

chromodynamics. Einstein's general theory of rela

ivity is ba.sically a gauge theory (see) thoughJ the controversy 

this pOint:RJ.11). At the present time there are a nu~-

r of attempts under way to develop Grand Unified TheorieS. 

Starting with a known Lagrangian with some global sym'1letry 

apply the same transformation everywhere and the theory 

change) we introduce gauge fields andthetr inter-

in the following manner; 

1. Start with a theory with global symmetry 

(31) 
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2. Hypothesize that the symmetry should be local 

3. 	 Introduce gauge fields to fix up non-symmetrical
derivative terms (i.e. replace by covariant derivative) 

4. 	 Observe that there-is more freedom in the gauge
field now than is needed to fix the symmetry 

5. 	 Identify the "curvature" field (deviation from 
"flat", zero-gauge theory) 

6. 	 Add a curvature term to the Lagrangian representing
the self interaction of the gauge field. 

We can get some'intuitive feel for this proceedure by 

looking at a 2-dimensional vector field on a two-dimensional 

surface. Begin with the theory formulated 

in ter~s of an orthogonal coordinate system 

on a 2-dimensional plane: l
! : ----I ! I lItt1';-+' .,4 '.t i 

! 

I ! j
I 

-, :l--H 
i . i ~ i 

The vectors of the field sit in 2-dim

ensional tangent vector spaces erected 

over each point of space:-- , 

(the tangent planes are linear approx

imations to the base space, in this case 

they are exact copies.) 

, \ I ~H Ii . ;. -1.. . '~-'4a 

' -mi .~ I I ~ f ' 

i I I i a !;I '~ .. ~-. 
! 1-1"' "-: 

~ -4 " <
I 1 \ ' I

-...Jw"..-", 

[2] LJ[] 

lJ [DB 

1,\1 [;:V l. l ........-_1 ~ 
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~[g[LjI 
We can choose a basis tn each little tangentl~ ~ I~~I 

I 

space to correspond to the coordinate I f1l:l r--~ ~~~I 
system on the plane:. 10 L-=:J ~ , 

1 

OUr theory shouldn't pick out a part1cular 

direction in space, so it should have the 

same form if we rotate our coordinate 

system: -.. • 

The new bases in the tangent spaces look 

We have changed things at each place in 

space in exactly the same way, so this is 

global symmetry. The symmetry group is 

t.wo dimensional ,rotation group 80(2). 

We now claim that our chOice of coordinate 

system here at 8tanf.ord, shouldn't affect 

what they use at Berkeley. We should be 

able to make arbitrary ch01ces of coordinatt-~~~__t-1I~1 

ortentation (as long as they are continuous 

We should be able to express our theory tn 

terms of arbitrary curvilinear coordinates 

And our tangent planes' bases can rotate 

wildly:--t 

(33) 




Anything which depends on the field only within a given 

tangent plane (i.e. at a given point) will still work fine 

since each individual plane has only undergone the same trans~ 

formation it would have in some global rotation. But now 

consider what happens if we have to compare quantities at 

different points. Under all these crazy coordinate system 

changes, the vectors of the field haven't budged a bit, but 

their descriptions have changed allover the place. When 

we were doing global transformations, all the descrtptions 

were changing in the same way, so we could still compare 

descriptions at different points. In the present case, though, 

if we try to compare our vector fieldr-at two different points 

we'll get a piece due to the actual change in the vector 

field, but also another piece due to the change of the descrip

tion system. Telling how to compare a given point with an 

arbitrary point would be a horrendous job. Telling how to 

co~pare a given point with one infinitesimally close, however, 

18 easy stnce all changes are continuous and we can work to 

first order in the distance. What we need is two matrices at 

each point. One tells us how much our coordinates rotate 

when we go in the x d'rection, one in the y direction. Since 

we're ~oving infinitestmally,we want these matrices to be 

the derivative of the coordinate rotation with respect to 

distance. Our m.atrtces are thus elements of the Lie algebra 

of the transformation group. Specification in these two 

directions ts enough because everythin~ is linear. 

We can combine these ~trlces into an object that looks 

(34) 



so~ething like a third rank tensor field, with one index for " 

the direction in space and the other two giving the component 

of the matrix. The transfor~atton properties cannot be those 

of a tensor, though, because we get an inhomogeneous additive 

piece every time the transformation changes from point to 

point (consider how they change going from orthogonal coord

inates to curvilinear ones). In differential geometry these' 

objects are called connections and are often written as the 

r'hristoffel symbols r~l' . r;l is the o(~ component of the 

change,;tn'-,the 'fth coordinate basts when you move in the 'f th 
. :n.. 

dtrectton. In the general case, the objects corresponding 

to the connections wtll be the gauge field. 'With the connections 

we can define a new kind of derivative, .called the covariant 

derivative D~, that takes into account the fact that the 

coordinates are changing and only gives the actual change. of 

the vector field itself. 

The reason we ,had to do all this was that the theory 

as expressed before with ordtnary derivatives (change in 

coordinate values) was not invariant under the local trans

formations. When we replace all the old derivatives by co

variant derivatives the theory becomes invariant under these 

transformations. 

Now we notice to our chagrin that the connections have 

more freedom in them than we desired. But, surprisingly, this 

extra freedom is in some sense necessary. Nothing we can s~y 

about the connections at a given point can prevent it. It 

depends on the way the connections change from point to point. 

<:35) 




~onsider a vector at a given pOint. Define a new vector 

at each point along a path away from the initial point in 

such a way that the covariant derivative of these vectors 

along the path always vanishes. This is called parallel 

transport. Now take the path around in a loop to end up 

at the point where we started. In the nice flat space that 

we started with only one thing can happen: the vector at the 

end of the path must point in the same direction as the on~. 

we started with (after all, the vectors are parallelr:-t ~. 

But, surprisingly,enough, we can find connections where 

the flnal vector points in another direction from the first. 

These IlfUst describe a sttuation with more tn it than just 

our plane and vector field. This sort of thing is familia~ 

cartography. If we start with a vector pointi.ng 

northward in Liberia and .slide 'it along a meridtan, 

always keeping it "parallel" to itself (but tangent 

to the earth), up to the north pole and then down 

anothel: meridian:' to Ecuador, and then along the 

equator back to Liberia, we find our vector rotated 

by 90 degrees. This effect is due to the curvature of the 

surface. In fact, we can define the curvature at a pOintoy 

alimlting case of this process. Consider a little square at 

the point. In the limit that the area of the square vanishes, 

define the amount that vectors get r.otated by traversing the 

square dtvided by the area to be the components of a curvature 

tensor in the "direction" of the square (i.e. an index for the 

components of each of the legs of the square). In the limit 

(36) 
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D.MDyOo.
this 'is just the commutator of the covariant derivative: 

D"'t 
. 'F'''11 =[D~ ,DvJ • In differential geometry this is a derivative 

of a rotation and so a 2~ matrix (for eachA,V). The entire 

four-index tensor Rp.",)liS the Riemmanian curvature tensor. 

We have a new field which we must write 

for. We'll see a gauge invariant way that extremizes the 

total curvature (a little like soap bubbles). 
~ 

Let's see how this works for the case of electrOmagnetism!J 


For definiteness, we begin with a fermion fieldi{x) with 


Lagrangian:J,= -i1f't~OI/t- ...":f1 (we might just as well have 


used the SchrOdinger wavefunction). We notice that the Lagran
;fJ1

gian is invariant under a global phase transformation: rtf"-t e 
where 1f-t1e«(J (TJ constant over all spacetime). Thus we have 

a global U(l) symmetry. We hypothesize that we should be able 

to choose the phase (coordinate axes in the complex plane) 

arbitrarily at widely separated points. We suggest that the 

Lagrangian ~hQ~l~ be symmetric under the local phase trans
t1L i 8(x) "II

formation: T-t e r, as long as fJ is a smooth function of x. 

- ('11. -i6Ml( i6b) ru.) _ 1{ lL


The -J·,il t term is fine s~nce -.., reI e 1 - -,.., T r 

but the derivat i ve term causes problems s ~.nce e is changing 

with :X;' -'(1 e- ib«()) r'''d}{(ei6(()1f) =-i1-'(ilJ(~)).A1l i (6...blt )) eifjrrh!t- ei9(x)d-'11] 

=-,1o.«f d-'f'" ti¥.6f1 (at( 6(y-)). We get an extra piece that messes up 

the symmetry. As we saw, we may f;x thts by introducing a 

connection A~(x) and the corresponding covariant derivative: 

fh='Olf-i(.A.A({x.). Our new Lagrangian is J... =-i i ~"t D.."/-,.., 1-1
11, I ifJk) 'II.

For this to be invariant under the change l-t r =e rand 

I A • AI "ii\'./J '11. • 11 -i~(..) ~ D't t't!'f)"'Il)D~-tD-If =. uAt - {t Nt we must have: -( 1 0 ~ r::: -I T e 'l:.lf e ( 
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I ( iflf-,) 1i) _ i O(l() 0 '\J... (\ • AI ) ( ifl'l) 11)
This -implies: 0", e 1 - t At I:; _",-tf ...., e 1 


ijfJ1
:= it:, O...,fJ('())/,(J1.f-eitJ}o~ "I-it 11~ e ~ ei,e (~M.-ie{A~-~Alf9))1 
-:: eil9 0Af 1::ti·f1(~-l~-tA~)-y. 1" A.4f=A; -~~~ ':::/ iI~-= AAf+dAt 6

We've seen a field theory with this kind of symmetry. The 

electromagnetic potentials A}'t (fortuitous notation) give the 

.. same physics under what is known in E&M as a gauge transformation 

(fortuitous name), which has exactly this form. (In differential-

form notation: the physics depends on F=dA so making A into 

A+d6 doesn't change anything since dd6=O always). 

Now consider the'''curvature'' term which we saw should be 


the commutator of the covariant derivative. We define: 


FI1lJ:: t [D...) 0,.]::: t [Cd""- ieA..,) l{~)1- it Iry)] ;: {(it d..,A"" - l t ) ... lr y) ::: b... Ay- d}ll1 <C.f 

Amazingly the commutator of these two operators is no longer 


an operator. Even more amazingly, the FA,y thus defined is 


exactly the tensor "Faraday" which contains the electric 


and magnetic fields. Notice that in this abelian (elements 


of the group U(l) commute) case that F~yiS itself invariant: 

FA1~;: aMA; -):yA; : i ... (A)f.f.l;IJ)-dy(A...t 4.&f6)= o}( A.. ta)fl... 8 -d)'~- ~)'J.A(& ::d~")1- ~1/t.l4.: I 
To account for the energy in the field we add the Lorentz 

invariant term: ...t; F",y fAf~ The total Lagrangian becomes: 

J=- - i..''f ~AfD.., 1f - J.1111-~ F..,yF"f)/ =-i j~"'d~1-"'/~1f+eiJ""1-"1( -~~A1A¥- ~Y~'f)(l~Y- tJ 
The Euler-Lagrange equations are thus: 

"..Q1. di . ,(. - "') - - /of . ' ) - ~ -
OJ,f~Q"t'V)- d"l=Oc OAf -t'Y'6 +,.,l-e'lol1A{= -L(o...,-:ieAI't J) +.,.,1 -:. 0 

dA ;~.3) -~:;!0:: i tit t/'1 t ~" - t 0'''11 ~~ = -i ).&1{4-'1- (' t A~) f f- ~ '1-:: 0 

~	1l •f */0: do, (- ~ (H.. t\l-l"A"- dll" r d"/I" - ~fl 11,,+1 ~ol AlI) - e-V 1111 

:. ~o( l'~PAO{ - 'do{ AP) -e 1( ~fly ~ ~c( F!tI.f =: e1( l P1/ =ebP ~;ftt J{J.:: f 

(38) 
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<The first two of these are the equations of motion for 

a charged particle in an electro~agnetic field. The last is 

the 2 Maxwell source equations (the other two are the Bianchi 

identities for curvature) with the fermion field identified 

as the charge-current source. When quantized the gauge field 

gives us photons, the intermed'ator of the electromagnettc 

force. 

It was the idea of Yang and 	Mills to extend this pro
3'1 

cedure to a bigger group than U(l}. ~onsider a gauge group 

'\L. l"f.lr:)] .G and a multiplet of fields 	I (x) = : which transform into 
'f.,(J.) 

one another under an appropriate matrix representation of G. 

We want our Lagrangian to be symmetric under the transformation 

1tr)-t"(ir'l(~wheretJk) is an element of this representation of G. 

We introduce the gauge field W",(x} ()1 is a Lorentz index 

and W is in a representation of the Lie algebra of G) and 

.the accompanying covariant dertvative D)'o( = 'GAI-ieW"". Again 

we want DJI\ to transform. like D~ (f.V"f )=wDJ11. Because our 

group 1.s possibly non-abelian, the gauge field transforms 
- j -I t -,like: ~=~Wl1w -eO""t.)"O. The Yang-Mills field strengths 


(curv:ature terms) are: G",:I'=[o'" ,DAI] = t[(~.t\-ltl.JA4tt).,-'(\J&ln :~..,\Jv" .v\.)..,+ ~ [lJ~}Jv] 

and after a tedious calculation we see it transforms like: 


GIG -I 
)1'))= t.,) ~".. W • These results 	all repuce to what we had before 

for the abelian IH1) case. 

We can pick a particular basis of group generators cr'.... 

for the Lie algegra (a runs 	from 1 to the dimension of the 
.1.« - 'l IILte algebra ) and express WAo\=aoq WI( and GAf'v=~O'_G""",where W.... 

and G~~are" just numbers now. If the structure constants 
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of the Lie algebra are f~dK (f'fI'1["",,vb1:f""t~)ftt(.oo, G:"o::.a...W;-d)lV;ttfC'tb'LV~L,.J~ 
(' J.. I q GA>IFro'll the Lagrangian: ~='-'f\:),My a we obtain equations of motion: 

b)/G~ t: G ~ 
) ;101"= e Abt )f.V Wr.. Note that if our group is non-abelian (so 

the f ..bt. aren't identically zero), these field equations are 

nonlinear (because the intermediate bosons can carry a gauge 

charge themselves) and explicitly dependent on the gauge 

field W. When the theory is quantized we get a new kind of 

gauge particle for each generator in the group. Thus the 

electromagnetic U(l) gives the single photon, a weak 8U(2) 

gives :3 (the :3 Pault matrices are a typical basts for 8U(2)'s 

Lie algegra) intermediate vector bosons (actually these are 

tangled up with the photon"but the total number is the same), 

and the QCD strongSU(:3) gives 8g1uons (elements of the Lie 

algebra of a group of unit-determinant unitary matrices are 

themselves hermitian and traceless, so from the 18 possible 

degrees of freedom in the 9 complex entries we lose :3 real 

and 6 imaginary for he~iticity and 1 more to be traceless). 

In a pure gauge theory we cannot add a mass term for the 

gauge field to the Lagrangian since it is not gauge invariant 

(remember the inhomogeneous piece in its transformation). and 

so these particles have to be massless. 
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v. ~QnQ~Ql~~_~n~_ln~t~ntQn~ 
We now have enough of an apparatus to build some topo

logical excitations in more than one dtmension. The objects 

that we'll discuss in this section are all found in classical 

field theories. To date,no objects of thi.s sort have been 

observed experimentally (not so for their statistical mechan

ical counterparts discussed in the next section). This is 

discouraging but the ideas involved are intriguing and some 

variant of them might prove important in the future. 

There appear to be two ways for topology to non-trivially 

enter into our physics. The first occurs when the base mani

fold that we're working on (eg. spacetime or phase space) 

has a non-trivial topological structure. Tn the case of 

spacetime, experimentally this ban only apply to the very 

large or very small structure of the universe. The other 

way is to consider the topological structure of the space of 

solutions in our theory. This usually arises from theboun

dary conditions on our solutions at infinity. 

As an example of the first type let us consider the 

magnetic monopole. At first we might think that the assum

ption of an electromagnetic potential (which appears to be 

justified by the Bohm-Aharonov effect which shows that the 

potential has a real quantum effect modulo a gauge trans
JSi

formation)' precludes a source of magnetiC flux. Remember 
.... ..;I. ~ ~ 

that the V-B=O Maxwell equation is an identity if B= VX.A. 

Dirac got out of thts dtfftculty by letting the potential 

have a point singularity at every radius. These may be 
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connected together into a "string" singularity em~nating 

from the monopole. One may thin~ of the string as a thin, 

Hmg solenoid going off to infint ty and ¢"'Y flux that it 

contains naturally comes out the end looking like a mono

pole. The requirement that the string not be observable 

led Dirac to his famous monopole quantization conditt-on. 
~ :\b 
~L =integer, if g is the magnetiC charge on the monopole. 

Tn 1975 Yang and Wu1~applied some concepts from fiber-

bundle theory to this problem and found a new way to get 

Dirac's result without his string. The basic idea behind 

a fiber-bundle is that we have quantities on a manifold which 

are not (and in non-trivial cases'.cannot be) defined globally. 

Tnstead they are defined on little patches that cover the 

whole manifold. Where patches overlap they may give different 

values to the quantities, but they are related by some definite 

transformation. This type of structure is Quite natural 

for gauge theories where things are defined only up to a 

gauge. Tn· general, Bohm-Aharanov type experiments hint that 

some quantities should have path dependent values. 

We may understand the Wu/Yang monopole as follows: 

We want the integral of the radial component of 
~ 

B over a 

sphere S that surrounds the monopole to be non-zero. Since 

the integral is taken at a given time, any vector tangent 

to S will give zero when plugged into (contracted with) the 

one-form dt. Thus dtAdx, for instance, g1v8s·:'zero when it 

acts on a two-vector element of, surface 'area of S. So the 
,~ ~ 

integral over~S of the·'normal component of B is the same as 
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the integral over S of the two-form F=E~dxAdt+E,dYAdt+~dz~dt+ 

+BkdyAdZ+By dzAdX+B~ dx/tdy. But Stokes theorem says that 
'.', . 
"i/o rJF= S dF= S.... ddA=O if F can be written as dA wi thin the ';,T." .' .sfi}
1//••~,,,

S~l" T I " 

sphere. Now consider removing the point of the manifold 

where the monopole is. This ~akes the second homology group 

non-trivial (piece together four triangles around the hole 

so that they have no boundary, yet are not the boundary of 

a tetrahedron because of the hole). "De Bham cohomology tells 

us that this implies the second coh~mology grou~ is also 

non-trivial. This is the group of closedl£orms (d acting 

on them gives 0) modulo the group of exact~forms (they are 

themselves d acting on some other form). Tn fact, the elements 

of the group can be labelled by the integral over the chain 

of triangles that gave us a non-trivial homology group. This 

is just the integral over the sphere that we started with, 

'.e. the net outward magnetic flux. 

All that we have said is that we can build a monopole 

by removing a point from the manifold but that we have to 

give up hope of finding a single potential that is deftned ,___" _ . lI"';~~ 

~
everywhere ., Cons1der. though. a hemt sphert oa1 regt on • 

that surrounds the monopole from below. Because there 

are no holes in this regton and dF=O everywhere within 

tt, we can find an A, so that F=dA, • Similarly we can 

~/1.\

,®A,
" ~-

find an Al. So,..,that F=dAl. in a hemisphere above the mon " " ~...."t,rL 
::.~ 

opole. Now consider the two halves together. Tn the 

circular region of overlap the two potentials A,$nd A~ 

give the same field F. They must therefore be related 
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by a' gauge transformation at each point around the circle. 

Reme~ber that for electromagnetism the gauge group 1s U(l) 

which looks like a circle topologically. Thus we want a 

~ap from the circle o( intersect of the two regions into 
.rW 

the circle of the gauge group. Tf we choose a map that doesn.~ 

wind around the gauge group then it is homotopic to the map ~t 

where everything goes to the identity of the group and so u,dt.t'" 
i.,~~,,<R~ 

by a continuous gauge transformation we can make A, and A~ 

agree everywhere. We have seen that this i~plies no source 

of B. The monopole comes from the cases where we wrap once 

around, twice around, etc. r.learly no continuous gauge trans-~ 

formation can change the homotopy class of the map. Thus 

the topological character of Dirac's quantization is eVident. 

What does it mean to remove a point from the manifold? 

One might consider this a singularity in the field or a region 

where our description breaks down, but it is interesting to 

contemplate actually removing a point from space. This is 

the sort of picture one is led to by the concept of black 

holes. There is another concept that this example suggests. 

We got rid· of the "curvature" of a field that has a net 

"curvature" by putting 1. t all at the hole. We may do the 

same thing for curvature of space. Tn two dimensions we 

can mock up any curvature arbitrarily closely by a 'space ,,/r..,
/'I??;;'.

/ .. 
which is everywhere flat but has a gas of holes. By removing/ :; ". 

a stn~le pOint. for instance. our space can be everywhere l;- -' '" '\ 
flat but in the shape of a cone with the hole at the vertex. - ~ 

Tf we don-t go around the vertex then vectors will point 
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~\ 
.c • ')in the same direction after going around a loop. Tf we go . 

c • 

'-..l.:,/ 

around the vertex, however, they get rotated. We can see 

this by undoing the cone and spreading it out on a plane 

whre we know what parallel means. 

Let's now consider the excitations that get trapped 

by boundary conditions. These will be generalizations to 

higher dimensions of the one dimensional fields considered 

earlier. They have in common the feature of spontaneous 

symmetry breaking. This label is applied when the Lagran

gian of some theory possesses a symmetry that is not possessed 
Si 

by the ground state (vacuum). Abdus Salam gives the example: 

At an international dinner, where there are no set conventions 

of etiquette, a group is seated about a circular table with 

a napkin between each pair of people. The situation is sym

metric with respect to left and right hands until one person 

chooses a napkin and the whole table follows suit. 

h;;wt-
Tn quantum field theory we wouldVoperators that are the 

infinitesimal generators for some symmetry of the Lagrangian 

that don't annnihilate the vacuum state 10). One way to do 

this is to introduce the so-called R1 ggs field I whtch has 

a non-zero vacuum expectation value <01 ClIo/I O. Classically, 
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it is the Higgs field whose potenttal energy term has more 

than one minima (in general we will have a continuum of ground 

states, as opposed to the dtscrete\ set we saw in the sine

gordan equation). 

We will consider models which have a gauge sym~etry 

that is broken. This is an important case since it is through 

this mechanism that gauge particles can acquire a mass. We 

will call our gauge group G. Assume that all minimum energy 

field configurations are related to one another by an element 

of the gauge group (so there are no "accidental" minima not 

arising from the gauge symmetry). Tn general, only a subgroup 

of the full gauge group G will take us from one ground state 

to another one,{eg. in the unbroken case where th~re is one 

ground state, the e~tire gauge group takes the ground state 

to itself). Call the subgroup of G that doesn't change the 

ground stat~H. Thus even after picking a particular ground 

state, H is still a good symmetry. From a given ground state 

elements of the quotient group G/H will thus take us to every 

other ground state. We can associate elements of G/H with 

ground states. Since "close" group elements take us to "close" 

ground states, the topological structure of the space" of ground 

states is isomorphic to G/H. 

The basic idea behind topological excitattaqs in this 

setting is that the assumption of no energy at infinity means 

that on a large enough sphere (l.e. at infintty) the field. 

configuration must be one of the ground states. Tf there 

are topologically non-trivial maps from this sphere into G/H 
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Sometimes this forces 

inside the sphere (in the 

hump in the potential). 

gauge theories to get this 

have a symmetry that we 

sphere independently. 

There are an 

consider but T'll restrict them 

Let us consider a 

field(t0, like 

group will aga1n be 80(2). 

minima related to one 

the "sombrero" 

tso"1orphic topologically to 'G/H=G=SO(2) , 

(which sits at the bottom of the sombrero). 

ctrele in the plane with a 

is no energy there. We 

(A( 4u 4J 
l~ .. 

k:- '\4 

then 'there will be topologically distinct classes of solutions. 

some energy to be localized somewhere 
• 

same way that the sine-gordan boundarY 

conditions could trap energy when the fi$ld had to go over a 

The reason that we had to consider 

sort of thing is that we have to 

can utilize at each pOint on the 

infintte number of examples which we might 
40.. 

to a few representative ones. 

two dimensional space with a two dimensional 

our first model for a gauge thebr1. Our gauge 

We want a potential which has 

another by the gauge group. We cons1der 
1" 1. '2..

shaped potential U=('P, +4i-a") • Here His 

just the identity element and the space of ground states is 

i.e. 	the circle S' • 

Consider a big 

large enough radius that there 

want to choose '- '~rJ .
---,,{ll 0'../:11..' /\ /f·G !~l I 

"--'. I l-X i..[-t. 	 j . /~...:>! /.~ XJ 	 \jj.f/'"" f"l.- .r'·f 	 /~" /
Hi 	 f.-:t /
\LJ 	 " I 
; 	 ; i 

/ r-I 	 -,·-t, J 

! 	 ~'. ( h' /'
1~ 	 "'7 I 

~I// (;"'. 	 .$/
~ /"" :' )(. ! 
"~'../<--~ /.... 	 /.-....,

. 	 t; l" 

"~.. / /,L---------___1 
I 
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(of length a) pointing 

elements of G/H there. 'He know that gl-ts' can be topologically 

nontrivial sinceY1(S I )=Z. Let us consider the one where as 

we go around the big ctrcle, we go around the base of the 

.sombrero once. So we have little vectors 

radially outward. But now nottce that withthts boundary 

condition the vector field must vanish somewhere in the circle. 

If it dtdn't we could make another one with· the vectors 

inward, cut out the big circles, and paste them edge to edge ~ 
and we would have a continuous non-zero vector field on a Q
two dimensional sphere, contrary to the Brouwer theorem we ~ 
~entioned earlier. But if the field vectors have a length of 

less than a we get some energy (we ride up on the hump of 

the sombrero). Thus we necessarily localize some energy 

inside the sphere. "But wait", we say, "We're supposed to 

have zero energy at infinity. We get. energy from changes in 

the field and it looks like it's rotating wildly out there." 

Remember, though, that this is a gauge theory and that the 

energy term uses the covariant derivative. When we drew the 

pt cture we used rotated fra·mes (they 

turned when we made the gauge trans L I 
formation). In the oorrect frames 

the vectors aren't changing at all. 

Now we notice another interesting :1 
consequence: if we warp our surface in three dimensions so 

that covariant derivatives look like ordinary 

derivatives, the piece from the large ctrcle 
. I'H~t

outward must roll into a long tube, since the ("Ir~ 
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coordinates rotate by 2trby going around the circle. Some

where instdethe circle we must cap off the cylinder. We 

can see that this requires curvature in our gauge field. 

Thus we have forced some energy into the gauge field as well 

by these boundary conditions. This ~odel ~s not so far

fetched as it might seem. Tf we stack a bunch of these planes 

on top of one another the energy packets we found together 

form a flux line in the Landau-G~nzburg theory of Type TT 

superconductors (the ~curvatureH in the gauge field is·the 

magnetic flux passing through the plane). 

Our other examples are trivial extensions of the above. 

We might consider a field with three components (t~) and with 

gauge. group SO(3). 1f we use the 3-dimensional version of 
. ,./.'t. rill.. J..~ 1. 1.

the sombrero: U=(YI +'i'1. +'IIJ. ... a) then the ground states may 

be identified 'with pOints on a sphere (~~ +~~+~~=a'J. ). Now the 

unbroken symmetry is not· trivial, though, because once we 

have picked out a point on this sphere we can still rotate 

about the axis it determines" (so H=SO(2». We have just 

said that topologically: G/H=SO(3)/SO(2)rvS'. If we are 

on a two dimensional plane then the map from the circle at 

infinity to G/H is trivial (we saw tr\(S~)= the trivial group). 

Consider what happens,' though, if the field is defined on 

three dimensional space. The sphere at infinity is s~ and 

we ~aw that TrL(S4)=Z is not trivial. The non-trivial solutions 

here are similar to the original Polyakov "hedgehog" or 
40ft 1.f1r

't Hooft "monopole" found in 1975 and 1974 (they used 8U(2) 


which we saw was the covering space of SO(3) and G/H=SU(2)/U(l)~S~). 
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43..
'The one last example we'll consider is a field in Euclidean 

spacett~e (i.e. metric ~ (Ol~) which we may interpret as ordinary 

Minkowski space with imaginary time). The sphere at infinity 

is 83 • If we have the gauge group SU(2), which recall we showed 

was also topologically S3, then since ~(81)=Z we get non

trivial maps. The "objects" that result are cal1.ed instantons. 

They are events that represent transitions from one ground 

state to another (quantum mechanically, tunnelling from one 

vacuum to another). Thus the Yang-M~.lls vacuum could bea 

complex beast seething with instantons. If we had kept an 
. ( 19 0 )iunbroken U(l) so G/H=SU(2)/TT(1)=S~(imbed U(l) like eO e- & ), 

then we could have used the non-trivial Ffopf map 7r
1
(S'1. 

)=Z that 

we showed earlier. 
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VI. th~_t~lng_m~~1_~n~_I2~k~~11k~:!h2~1~~~_Y2~ki~~~ 

Let's now shift gears and consider some statistical 

mechanics. Probably the most fundamental problem in this 

field is understanding in detail the emergence of high-level 

order from low-level phenomena, i.e. the problem of phase 

transitions and critical phenomena. This is of course crucial 

to the understanding of biological phenomena and the great 

diversity of the different regimes found in the universe in 

general. We will examine how some ideas simtlar to the topo

logical ones we have been considering affect that understandinF. 

Probably our greatest understanding of phase transitions 

to date has come from studies of the Tsing model and related 
414. 

systems. This ~odel was invented in 1925 by Tsing as a model 

for ferromagnetis~. This is the observed phenomena of spon

taneous magnetization below some critical temperature in 

certain materials. Tt arises from alignment of the electronic 

spin of atoms tn a regular crystalline lattice with the con

comitant construct'tve addition of their magnetic moments. 

The energetic desire of electrons in neighboring atoms to 

align their spins is not due to magnetic dipole-dipole inter

actions, which in this case are weak, but rather to the Pauli 

exclusion principl'e keeping electrons with aligned spins 
~L

farther apart and thus lowering the ~oulomb energy. This 

interaction is very short range since it relies on electron 

overlap in the non-aligned case. 

Tsing's model is simply a bunch of spins on a regular 
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lattice (the most common being sq~are, cubical, etc.) which 

can either'Po'.nt up (in which casedefine.M=l) or down (pt =-1). 

There is an interaction coefficient J so that the total energy tfttt4.- ift,fj. 
t s E=-~~L~lIil(l.l11.L{ 1It1(':) +const .=~J L;~ ~I'/"(i) (M.i -~I'/"li»1.. where)of; is c, t .. .l. ~ 

4-tt4-t 
ttt-i4-.the s'Pin (=±1) at 'Position i and ~1'I,,!{i)iS a sum over the "J.f 4 f~ 
if-!'tt~ 

nearest neighbors of i in the lattice. This same model serves 

for modelling binary alloys and lattice gases (where up corre

sponds to one tY'Pe of atom and down the other or up to the 

presence of a gas ~olecule and down to its abscence). To 

show some of the features of this type of model we will in

vestigate it perturbatively in both the low temperature and 

high temperature limits. The a'Ppro'Priate quantity to inves

tigate is the partition fUnction:Z= l1 e-Pf.. , where C is the
sfdtU 

energy of a state. 

Let us first consider the one-dimensional Ising model, f J. ~ f r f t t t 
With the boundary condition that the spins on the end 'POint 

up so that when the temperature is zero all s'Pins will 'POint 

upward. The partition function in th,lt;s case ts given by: 

Z= G}t,::t /) ''') )fN~ I YXp (-(J ~~~J 1(J4,-J.ti+tf'· ) 

The sum in the exponential is equal to J times the number of 

flipped bonds. We do a consistent expansion of Z in powers 

of ~ =exp(-2 J) which is small when ~J is large or T is 
;:r 0 

s~all compared to lr. The« term arises when there are no 

fl i P'Ped bonds (ttf11tH). Since we are considering the case 

where all 'Point u'P at T=O this means 7.=1+0(",,). The condttions 

at:the'bonndary prevent there being an odd number of fli'Pped 
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bonds. With two flipped bonds (tHfttf.f or rH"Jttff etc.) 

we get the ex 
I 

terms. The first fltp can be at any of the 

first N-2 bonds, say the jth. The second can be anywhere 
"')1 'N. 

from j+l to N-l. The total number is LJaq (N-(j+l}F 
N-l 

(N-2)(N-l)-~Ylj=(N-2)(N-l)-~(N-2)(N-l)=~(N-2)(N-l). So 

Z=1+~(N-2)(N-l)+O(<<~). 

We can investigate the average spin of a given site 

for the system at equilibrium at a low temperature. We know 

that the probability of a given configuration is t lA;p{-fS" fMH91riu..I1}). 

Let us find the probability for finding the spin at the center 

of the chain pointing down. Tt cannot potnt down with no 

fllpped bonds. With two flipped bonds i..t wtll po~nt ·down 

if one fl;. pis on the left and one on .the right (tHH0+ t1-f1 ). 
AH )2

The number of ways for this to happen i.s ( --;r: • So the probability 

=t(N~)~ f6(c(~. If we have four flips then we again need our 

spin to be in a block of downward spins but we have another 

block to ei ther the left or right (1H t..J{)U+ tt or tt1 ~~ij)u l.L t ). 

We have already counted the number of ways for a downward 

block to fit in m spins with the ends pointing up and it 

=~(m-l)(m-2). The total number is thus (with i for the position 

of the left end of the block with our spin, j for the right) 
~ ~ ~ .

~i~~ ~,r'~ (;: (i-I)(i-l)+"i(j-I){,-l))::: 1i~l~i:' (if..-Sl t~) 
<yVl '2.

We need the expression for G,,,:, L. This has a geometric 

analog of a pyramid where we know the hetght and want the 

~ volume ( /t.::.t ) • We thus expect a third degree polynomial 

'Z ~, I'=. A.,l +6,.,1. ,..( Vl7 D • Pluggl ng in n=O-=? Z1 :;;. 0 ) n; I=r£ ::. I ) 

J 
11::.1 .J~ =5" ) n ':. 3 =1 1] ::.1 L/ ""i! A~J ~'1J-: 5Ji:, i L 

:: t n + t .,"l. + t ~ 
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N-I ~J..(N-I):\+J..(I\H)2. 1.(}}.;.1) 1(N-')lN+I) ,1tJ..:.
The t'otal number of states is thus:="3:"""2 3 L ;).. 7 .f. ~ 2. .J: -:;: 

:: (N;ylt*(~l--).rJ~I)~i(#J-/)+t-~(N.U) t-2} == (~y- [TiNL.-firJ+/J 

Consistently to order ~Lwe have the probability for our spin 

to be down is= [(~rc{ -I- (~rf fiN1.-&N+ I}o{~ +- 0(0(3)J/ [1+ i(N-I)(N-l) 0( 

NL=~ (N-I)1..o{ +- ~ (N-nt 
{ - ~ + it N-1Sc<1. +0(0<3) 

This is clearly wrong for all but 0(. =0. If T=O then 0{ =0 

and prob.+=O as we expected. Tfa()O then our probability 

depends on N which it should not and as N gets large we get 

a negative probabil~.ty. The problem is that the probability 

is not an analyt1c function of temperature in this one dim

ensional case. Exact solutions show that for any T ') 0, the 

one dimensional Tsing model is not magnetized. This occurs 

because with only the energy to flip two bon~s we can flip 

an arbitrary number of spins. This is not the case in higher 

d1mensions where the energy to flip a block of spins goes up 

as the surface area of the block. 

We now look at the low temperature expansion of Z for 

the D-dimensional Ising model. For computational simplicity 

we· take our systems to be square lattices on tori (i.e. with 

periodic boundary conditions). We assume that the system 

1s N bonds wide in each dimension, so the total number of 
o 

spins is N. The parti tion function is now given by: 

Z=2: .•1 _+lexp(~-1 (._It{; (.M--AI\I1C))2. ). Tile wish to expand!M1-")"')~IfI.- lJ" tli1d ,...., t I 

this cons1stently in powers of ~=exp(-~J) again (i~e. low 

te~perature). We see that the lth power of ~ will have the 

number of situations with 21 bonds flipped as its coeffictent 

(we can easily see that we can never flip an odd number 
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of bonds with periodic boundary conditions). Call this number 

f(l). The partition function is Z= ~;{} ;(J)~R~ Let's work 
2..0 

out Z to order 0( • Again assuming that at T=O we have all 

spins pointing up we see that f(O)c1 since there is one way •... 

to have no bonds broken. If we flip one spin we break 2D -+ 
bonds so the next non-zerof is f(D)=NO since we could flip 

anyone of the NDspins. The next term comes from flipping 

two spins right next to one another. This breaks 2(2D-1) :-it-: 
o

bonds. The first flip could have been any of the N and the 

second any of 2D. So f(2D ...1 )=~D (we divided by ,two to keep 

from counting bonds twice). The next term comes from flipping + : + 
two non-adjoining spins with 2(2D) broken bonds. The first 

one could be any of the ND, the second any of the NO but the 

2D+1 adjoining or'_hp.;n~ the first flip. So f(2D)=~ND(ND_2D-l) 
(again,the' ~ .. 'toavoid '~double . counting). 'So the final ·expres-

P b n ).1)-1 D( • rD. D I) 20 0' ~O+-I)sion 1s Z= ,I +- IJ ~ +N Y Do( ,- ~ t lJ", '-.;;... - 0( ,.t, ,lO( 

,-. ~ We.·can"find, thepr,obabili ty of finding a' given spin 
2D

pointing downt9,·orcier'se.~ If~,.l,spin'ia ;f11pped thert,t·s-1 

waY".1t could be Ol;lr given:',one'.,c:lf,two adjOining 'spins are 

flipped there are-,2D ways':one of them could be ours. If two 

Dnon-adjoining spins are flipped then there are N -2D-1 ways 

-..L.[' () l.D-.( (N 0 0 I) l.D O(~/)]one of them could be ours. So prob.-t-~ .eX +:LDa< + -2 - d ~ 

= (I-NOoc D+-O(o{O+')][o<O+.)..Oo(LO-I+(N D -JD -J)cxl.D + o(O(l.tH")] 
O LO-' (D ) )'D IV (J 2.1J 01 "lO+ J\'::=;" of +~DC( . . + N. - i).1J -:c I c( - 0:' -l-l0(') 

:: -0( ~ + ~ 0 a( 2.D -/ - (l (J t J) D{ Z-D +0(0( 2.0 +') 

We see ··thatthedependence'onN has disappeared as ~tshould. 

Let's now consider a high temperature expansion. In this 
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case T)>t- ::.") fSJ {</ so V; ;:;nr(-p) '" I • We are therefore led 

to writing our exponential of a sum as a product of exponen

t tals: Z= ~lMJ ~p(-~iJ~ti) ~ (.11;-)f'f~li~)Z.) =2:[#] 7r~"lJli} exp(-j3 ~ (~i - Milot!;) ) <.) .. 
Now notice that erp( -[5 f( 11;-)f.,,,tl} ) 1.. )=1 if Ai =}fll.,(;) and = t4p{-rn )=-~ 

if i'fi:f A.,"! (i). So we can rewri te it (so as to get the )1.' s 

out of the erponential)as ~t(i+~) t-A;}(6t.,r,) ((-V;)} ::. /+;: [I+-"ff'-"f"'f(i) (f.$)J 
::: '-tf lltlt1iJ.t."ti) '11 where t =. ~-t~ • Since V; "" I ~ r is 

a small parameter in terms of which we would like'to expand Z. 
DWD 0 

l::. ('~) [Z~J(l7ril,tt(i)(I t)f; JAWi) a')J:: (l+f)DfII[8Z.tr} (I +-:h':J',.,t;,.Ui)f~(i)' +~ ;l,..t;)~}lt"'j) 14iM,,'t(:) -ll(,.,r))'(~.. : 
. :;i)"'I(iJ

Each pair t,nn(i) corresponds to one bond in our lattice. 
. k . 

Eaoh term in the '6 ooefficient is a product of spins along 

a path of k bonds in the lattice. We are summing over each 

of these spins being either 1 or -1. If any spin appears an 

odd number of times in a product then any contribution it 1)zJ'~~ makes when it is 1 will be cancelled when it is -1. The y • " /" .. 
" 

only paths that contribute are those with an even number of 

bonds at each lattices1te, i.e. the closed paths one can ~cu 
traverse by not going over any bond more than once. Let's U'Rii 
call the number of distinct such paths with k bonds in them: 

g(k). The product of spins in these paths is 1. Sinc.e there 
tl ' 

are 2 states. that we sum over, that is the coeffic1ent of 
NrJ(~)DN~ )~"

each path. The partition function becomesZ= X ~ Uk ,(10;. 

with g(O)=l. 
~ , lhlf

IJI.f!"1 ''''ItIn 2 dimensions there is an amazing connection between o. \ \<In, 

the two functions f(l) and g(k)". In two dimensions the so-

called dual lattice with spins at the centers of the squares 

of the old lattice ;s again a square lattice. Tf we associate 
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a flipped bond on the origina1 lattioe with an element of a 
. ~ .. 

. 
:. 

'-, .path on the dual lattioe, we see that the number of olosed .+. 
paths with k bonds is the same as the number of spin sit 

.. - - ---t 

L ~- .}
uations with k fl~pped bonds. Thus f(rk)=g(k) for keven, ..~~ . 
=0 for k odd. So in two dimenslons the partition funotion I 

_ Nl. ( !.±i!: )2-'111.")1 "I) r(l) ,H ':: ).11 l. ( l±lJi)]"Iv'\;1 Qo f (t) (1:E. )2 . 
satisfies: t -). .l.. L..,1":.D 	 . 2. f...J l-:.(} t t-~ 

But we already saw: i= Llt:'D tfl)cx~ I If we define Q(':' ()~~rl.. 
Nl(r~~}l/rI L, ( ,)

then Z satt sfies Z{«..)= 2. 7 t: d. • This expression 

relates the "Partition funotion at low temperatures (1.. ..... 0 
to high temperatures 01 

1'\...1. If there is to be only a single 
I 	 e.I. Ac:/

oritioal point, it must be when ~~~ (if not we would get at ~; ~ 

least two, one for some value of ~ and the other at the k\A 
/ (/-!li)'----, .r: t.. -{- 2v;. I - 0 ~, .-/ J\ --oorresponding value of 0( ) so «::. ,+1,/; -:::y vO( ot.. - - '1 -- /' , 

,r:" AI1.( r+ -It{i)~1t) 7 ( f (i)
or v;i-= -'''vi.. • And we see indeed i(-If-Vi)::2 2- 1: - .. l. 

So ff there 1s a ort tioal potnt, it happens at e,{!'J= ~ ::;.~ -- J;.{'i 

':L'his is exaotly the value for the o:rltioal point that the 
'11.exaot Onsager solution gives (note that our J is twioe that 

used in so~e exposttions). 

There is an interesting oonneotion between the o]assioal 

two dimensional Ising system we have been disoussing and the 

quantum one-dimensional !sing system in a transverse ~agnetio 
qt 	 ).~

field. This ~s a d~mensional Hilbert spaoe (we 	 oould ohoose 
N 

as a basis, veotors oorresponding to eaoh of the 1 olassioal 

states). We then define a hamiltonian operator in the 

obvious way from our expression for the energy and an extra 

term for the external magnetio field. Tt turns out that there 

is a formal equivalenoe between this system and the olassioal 
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2-dimensional Ising syste~ with one axis (which turns into 

the quantum time axis) taken to the continuum limtt in a 

well-defined way. Tn the quantum system one can define a 

kink creation operator and an anti-kink creation operator 

that flip all spins up to a given point. The net kink num

ber is a conserved quant1ty. One can understand the point 

corresponding to the phase trans1tion in the 2-dimens~onal 

system in terms of kinks. At low temperatures, kink-anti 

kink pairs form. As the te~perature is raised, the pairs 

begin to separate until at some temperature the d;stance 

between elements of a pair is as large as the distance betwee~ 

the pairs and the system is disordered. We'll see a similar 

thjng happening in the next model we consider. 

The Ising model assumes that there is an anisotropy in 

the crystal that forces the spins to either a1ign or anti 

align with a given direction. A less restrict~ve model which 

allows rotation of the spin vector in a plane is known as 

the X-Y model. We will consider a 2-d1mensional square lat 

t~ce with a spin 'variable ~: at each site ,1 glving the angle 

of the spin direction. The energy',of a given conf~gurat10n 
...1 ....:. 

is C::.-J S,:G<if,Si· - J~ij) t.()S (4;-¢,) where 6<ij) 

is a sum over nearest neighbors (each bond is counted twice). 

Thi s model has no spontaneous magnetizati on for T"> 0 

because any energy at all can cause so-called spin waves. 

These are conf1gurations where locally all spins point in 

almost the same direction but as we go in some direction 
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there 1s a slow net rotat;on of all the spins. The total 

energy of such a configuration is clearly lower for long 

wavelengths. In the limit of infinite wavelength, we just 

obtain the ground state of all spins pointing in the same 

direction. With arbitrarily little energy we can destroy 

global spin correlation. 

t 1/~~~~\!'~~~~\'t!/~-,\ 
t ! I' .............. --... '.r. \ t , ,('r-' '- \ t I /' ..--:.. ....... '\ 
t t/..->.....,. ....... \. \ .l"r ...... ' '- \ t I /.-A~""",\l' 
t !/",,-+ ........... \ ~ ,,I'~-,,' t I/~- ........ \.. 

t!/~~~'\l'~~-"\',/~-~~ 
Thus it was thought that there could be no phase tran

stt;ori in the 2-d i mensional X-Y model. Indeed, superposing 

spin waves on configurations where each spin is close to a 

given direction (what one might expect to be the appropriate 

low temperature approximation) gives no phase transition. 

Various "1odels and numeri cal work, however, gave eV'.dence 

that there was a transttion of some sort (eg. susceptibility 

beco~ing infintte). 

Just what was going on was not understood until the 
~•. 

work of Kosterlltz and Thouless in 1972. They realized that 

there were some other topologically stable configurations 

which they called vortices. If we integrate the change in 

spin direction around a loop, we can get non-trivial winding 

numbers:~V~·J1=)ltt)'t::.O}='l2r·'. Call those with posttive 

windtng number vortices and those with negative, anti-vorti.ces. 

We can work out the energy of such a configuration in a spin 
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./ t/'" k""'..-"'-'"'' 	system of radius R and lattice spac'tng a. 
:1'/ J(".-~" \ . Because far away from the vortex al1 near-
II/~"'\J J I j ~ \ \, 	est neighbors are close to one another in 

direction, it's reasonable to make the~ \\~'I' f 
\\\.~~/II approximation: ~(~i-4j) ~I-i (fi-¢J)~ Calling 
'-'-'''~.-t''''''/I
"\. "" ~ -..~/ /",/ the energy of the ground state (all spins 

pointing in one d irectlon) Eo we see E-Eo= f:r~i)) (q,i- ~,)1. • 

We will first do the 	su~ over all the vert'cal bonds (the 

symmetry of the situation implies that the sum over horizontal 

bonds will 	be the same). Labelling the sites by the polar 

coord1.nates r,tJ we 	 see tha~ the difference in ¢ from one 
:two l~i<t 

(.\ I 'i~1 	 site to the vertically next one is: 
~~~ l1r _ ~ (0506 

fA tos& :: (l'lP') -	 We can approxr •Qus.i 

imate our sum by an integral if we realize 
",t.that each lattice site takes up an area 

{and remember to count bonds twtce}. 
. . J-.dll. (tA~e)t. JIt rl.1t ( .. ~&t r~~dr-

fE.-'EC»\lf' ..H(~$~-: fj Sql'~a ~ ~ -=. J" t::C\ J&:.() --r-- ~ 
=J'Sr:~ ttlf~:{).wltJ~:;. 'h- JJ..t~) SO the total sum is: f-E.:::::>:n·j" ~({-) 

The energy of a vortex diverges as the system gets large. 

We might think, therefore, that free vortices are unimpo~tant 

statistically. Recall, though, that the importance of a 

condition depends on the free energy which has an entropy 
(("t. 

term. Since our vortex can be at any of the ~~~ s1tes, the 

entropy of a single free vortex is S= k~ ( ~:) • The free 

energy is F= ~ -7.s ::.-(J.'ftJ' -1 kT) l,.c" (~) • When we reach the 
'iTTcritical te~perature Tc~ ~ ,we see that the free energy 
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for a vortex is zero and we'll have lots of them ~opulating 

the equilibrium state. When this vortex condensation occurs, 

spin-spin correlation functions die off e~onentially since 

the vortices disorder s~ins over a s~all range. 

We can understand physically how this transition occurs 

by reconsidering the low temperature regime. While we saw 

that free vortices can't occur, we can get some vortex-anti 

vortex pairs. To work out the energy of some configuration 

of vortices it is easiest to work with continuum notation. 

A spin configuration is specified by a function f(1-). The 

energy of our lattice configuration should be proportional 

to 55Jr(V~)~. We.can find the proportionality constant by 

considering &~ constant, say ~~X~ so V¢:.ii. The hori

zontal differences are da. With an area Na~ with N spins, 

the energy is IN(da)'l.. • The integral gives : C.ITJfl(f7~)'l 
:::c5Jr'L(d)"L;:: cdl.fJfA."L so C=J. So E=JjJJr(llf)"\ 

We know that pure vortex-anti-vortex configurations 

locally minimize the energy (fix their centers and they are 

stable). This is just a time independent field problem with 

Lagrangian L= J(V~r· =:. J di~~l ~ • The Euler-Lagrange equa

tion" for extremi tization ist Ji(-;f.i'J) - ~i -: 0::: di (")'Jdj~) -=)'J V" 

SO +satisfies Laplaces equation fJL;::.O wi th singularities 

corresponding to vortices or anti-vortices. These aren't 

really singular pOints,they just corres~ond to lool's () 

around a slngle lattice spacing on the lattice. We've seen 

this kind of energy dependence. The vortices and anti-vortices 
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are 11ke charged particles interacting via the ~oulomb pot

ential, modelled by ~. In two dimensions we know the solution 

to Laplace~s equation gives logarithmic potentials (one can 

model a two dimensional system in three dimensions by making 

everything independent of one axis, i.e. consider interactions 

of inf1ndtely long charged rods). 

In the electromagnetic case we are used to the solution 

rP((ly)=6(} ') tc, N(~_X»)'li-(,,-ja)tl) . Defining z=x+iy and ~d ':. t ~ + ~ a 
we can rewri te this as 6') ~a RJJ.., (:c-tj)]. This gives us radial 

dependence. What we want, though, is for our periodic variable 

~ to have angular dependence. We recall that since fo1 is 

an'; t;tnalytic function everywhere but at the origin, both the 

real and imaginary parts satisfy the two-dimensional Laplace's 

equation in the real and imaginary parts of their argument 

away from the origin. So ~(,)~)':.2Ji 1, ~[~('l-i:d)] is a per

fectly good solution. In fact, with a single charge at the 

origin, this is ct>:.~~(~)= rtw.~({f;!J)~~1A-t{(e;'O)::..t."[j..,,..tieJ-;.e 

just as we ·wanted if we define ou.r charge 1} =1 for a vortex 

and =-1 for an anti-vortex. Like our spins this definition 

is not stngle-v'alued when we go around a vortex. We would 

now like the energy of s.ome pure vortex-anti-vortex conftg

uration•. We saw that it shoulp be: = J SSJ'tCUrP)l.. 
With cp(XJ~)=L.~ta~J,.,(l~l.i» e:t~lj . we find 

dt.+-:. l2d ~~ ~ (~) ) ~) C/I=Z3 2a .J,..,{~:lj):: 6)~,. RJ.(l:'.t,) 
so(v~)~=- (~(~,'Z;il~l;))l.+(Rt (6J~) ~))':: IGacz.i~"Z. 
But now notice that if we had used our usual potential: 
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~'(tj,j) ~6
1 

'/,1 ~(l~l~ ~ djf",2]~ ~a 1& (~) 
dycP -;6~ 'Ita Rt(~-l) - -Z, ti ~(l-i.i) 
So (\1 ()1. ~ ( I?e (6j ~ ~ ~)) 1. +- (-~(~a fa Fi))) l.;: , ZJ fa -ftJ /2 ;: (ilr?J 1

So we can use the electrostattc ;' to calculate energtes. 

We can check that this g'ves the same energy for a sin

gle vortex as we calculated before. Wtth a stngle unit ·charge 

particle at the origin we have: ~/-=. &. j".,,(r) ':P1(VK2~i'):; tQ.1(X"l~.i) 
,'( A.' _ ~ -.,.) 1I.')l.._ -L- _ J..

.Q~~:::{t .. ~'i" 3y 'i'-"",1.. (\7,., -rl..1j1..-Y-1.. 

E:::.J" S~G4:1(Ocb')L~ :rfr~ ill:: -;). YdflJr :::)~J [Lv.rJ~f<~l1tJ~(:) 
as we calculated prev1 0usly. 

Let us now determine the energy in an inftnite system 

for the case where there are the same number of vort~ces as 

anti-vortices. In this case we know things will settle out 

at tnfintty so that surface terms with vf·s can be thrown 

away. We use the id enti ty: V' (~V4» ~ CfJ~)l.. t- f fll.; • SO 

E::rS1 (fitJ')'t.c)~:: J" SS (v.(fVtp') - ¢'V~q;')J{t:: -JJS<J;'Vlf);L 

using the two dimensional Green's theorem: J..,.(~-¥5)d,+-=S.Mhth"'AI'; 
/1. " J.'f, 1,'

(easy to see wi th one forms) wi th N= <P ~J tP and M:- Y' ,'I . 
Our potential ~/:::L.:3 ~,{h((JC-~il.,.( Y-r~)'~) satisfies Vl.f'=O every

where but at the points (~)' 1~). As in electromagnetism 

the energy can be thought of as com~ing fro~ the action of 

the potential of all but one on that one summed over the 


particles. We'll take care of the self-energies later. Be


cause V~' is non-vanishing only at a point we can take .' 


out of the i.ntegral: t:. :. - J f j cJ/ V 
1 ~Ielf ::: 


:: -J2: i 6~~' II '\ 1. ~(lt; -11)2.+ l,l-l,Y-) Jj.s...adr~"j,., \],( "It i i}.,.t,., 

f ( h db.wt- (y':J Y/) 

We evaluate the double integral over a small circle 
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coordinates to the or~g1n and usi.ng Green's theorem again: 

5~ -;:: 1l5s,.,i1t~,.~(-~~ (i ~(~~i~t·) h +:x (L~'()( L+ jl)) ~) ::: If· f ' (~h + ~ ~. ~L d))
d~OJi'l"'" J . J L-l CI.t4 l(~' 

Now use for dx, dy about a circle: (~r~~) ·r:;.rJ~6 =-> fj 
• III -v _ -rsk.& __ ,bj --l-.:: ~ :: ~ J.x: - r.s~tJJ9 J ~= r~8 0\17 ~'L- r), - .,} 11+r rl. ... 

55 :; ~(Jf}l~ (( ~ s~)(-T -sc..i/ J,} +(~) (r ~ede) :: ~i f~~: JQ ~ lff-,; 

.50 E:: -11)- J 2: it6 f. f$ a tvr Ir:. -T4 J ' 

In reality we cannot have vortices closer than at so 

we can expect an error in the reglon when l~~~':". This and 

the self-energy term can be fixed by adding a piece to coun

teract the above when Ir>~l::~ and a plece that glves the energy 

needed for creation of the vortices. Tf the energy to create 

a vortex-anti-vortex pair, each with vorticlty of magnitude q, 

is lJ.iZ
l-

(M. acts li~e.;, a chemical potentlal) tten the energy is: 

E. :. -). 'it JZ \ -1 d1it) ~J r;; ~T~1 +)16 i rtf • On top of t h t s 1 s 

the energy of spin waves and other excitations wtth no vortictty. 

At low te';'peratures the system will be dom;.nated by 

vortex-anti-vortex pairs that are closely bOUnd and far from 

other pairs. The energy of a palr (with vorticity q and -q) 

separated by r is: EpiJir': 41rJ~Z..b-t{t)+-).Af't'" • We know 
-- -fl(~e('r ftr .;r.,,J r)

that the probabi 1 i ty for a gtven r t s cc: e 
so we may ftnd the mean square separation of the pair:

'1-,_ s;:~ r,,:~ r1. (- L(1tr 1.b,(~)+1l.1 "L) ul8dr
( r - J;:~ ::.~ .PIf (-~ 41t<S ,,'l Yt ~ n 141 tjy16dr" 
. _ S::I! r3 4-\\p( -,6 4'1t-'J 12.~(~)) dr
- J~~ r ~p(-(1. q~J11.Jl;\ (l~))J\'r ,;>0-- "fJrl t. {?c;t:r 7..[. I Y-Ph;-J"'t,1-: -J fA"!, f?/hr'j 

The numerator is:: _~Wi:""_~ s,;~ r 3-ft tlf:'~ t L4-f!.t.ttrJ1.l. r : l(-P'l1rJ'1'1. Ur ' 
(J<tt"J 1. F I 'l-flI.hr J t l.Joo - I l..

The denominator is:: t.\ 1. t).-fl41tJ,,' 'r r~~ =- ~-fl 'iTt-J't''' ~ 

So == fA "1..- tsl'l'tJ'7~-1<I." 
r / {3::l'it1,,1.-2. 
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-If the mean separation between pairs is d then we are 
L ~ 

likely to find one pair in an area d • Thus d~ts the prob

abi 1 tty per uni t area of finding a pair. The probabi li ty \) 


::\k-t'l' fLI"" .. RJC~fr"yoff~r))l/(~~x(S~2i+Q4,p{-~"G<,h'Y of hDr~;")1
per unit area i s a 1 so -~~.~riJ,(r!. 1''T\ ,.....1, 'I \. 

"..,~ 

The way we have defined things, the energy with no pairs 

is' zero. So if ~« I then probabiMYArfiJ ~~ tJI pairs;'" {lHA, .bp( -{1-e+l.'Y~11; f.;:r))1~ 
:;,:2h~;...,~DJ.!p(-2f3J.tt1.-ft47rJ'I;~JM(~)) //rred • We may turn this 

into a double ~ntegral if we divide by a~. One of the integrals 

approximately gives the area and cancels with the denominator. 
J.- -2fi""'t1.. rrw~~R;;l (..t.)-fS4'Tj!f"l.rJr = 

The rest is: d'2.. - e JFDI. '1r (:\ DI.'i" ""1 j "'t 1. [' ':J.-fl'lfrJ'tL] I{ 11:. -lj3",r,I., In R ....L
:: J.7r e-). fif11 R. 11' t (1\4 ::l- ptf-rrJ f~ r Q A:::« a. e ftJ.'irJ"l'-t r~ ') 4.,..71?' 

L)2'\ 7r e-lJIM1-" 
Thus <( .:( / ~ ft 21r::rf~-1. • We see that when j3:rtrJq,.1. ::: l. or 

equivalently ,..
I~~ 

'it1.t 1-
, the separation between components of 

pairs gets much larger than the dtstance between pairs, i.e. 

the vortices become free. This is exactly the result we ob

tained before for Tc J wi th q=l. 

In reality, as a pair gets more and more widely separated, 

the presence of the other pairs relaxes the field and 10wers 

the energy. It is possible to model their effect by an ef

fecttve "dialectric constant" as we would do in the case of 

a gas of electric dipoles. The only effect, though, is to 

renor~alize the critical temperature and qualitatively our 

description is correct. 
W

Let's summarize the Kosterlltz-Thouless picture. At 

low te~peratures there is no net vorticity and so there is 

local order. The state is domi.nated -by spin waves and bound 
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vortex-anti-vortex pairs. The spin waves contribute nothing 

to the phase transition. As we raise the temperature,more 

and more pairs for~ and ~he components of each pair get 

farther apart. At some critical temperature, the distance 

between co'~ponents of a pair get much farther apart than 

the dtstance between pairs. At this pOint, the vortices are 

essentially free. Large regions can have a net vorticity 

and we have a disordered phase. 

This picture has had great impact. It applies directly 
J(

to the of thin super-fluid helium films. Tn the Ginzburgcase 

single complex order parameter 'V-{r) :.li1~p{t~).Landau model there is a 

The phase serves as the analog of our sPinJ ~ (in the cont
....) 

inuum version) stnce the superfluid velocity is v,.(~)V~ 
,..l2.. (~~)1..

and the energy has a term with the integral over V oC V ' 

The vortices in this case are physical vortices in the helium 

film. They affect such things as the flow. Experimental 

confirmation of the results expected by the Kosterlttz- Thou
)L.

less theory have been reported. With some complications, 
5]

the theory applies to "dirty" superconducting thin films as well. 

It is also applicable in an interesting way to the under
)1

standing of solid-liquid transitions. rn a crystal there 

are large regions (called grains) within which there is local 

order (say atoms in a cubic lattice). Tn three dimensions, 

these grains are permeated by a web of Llnes known as crystal 

d~slocations. These occur because, even though locally every

thing tries to be on a cubic lattice, sometimes it is topologically 
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impossible, due to the way things have connected tn one 

region to continue the crystal 'structure to a perfect cubic 

lattice everywhere. There are two kinds of 11ne dislocations 

"n three-dimensions and they are characterized by what is 

known as the Burger's vector. This is the vector needed 

to complete a traversal of the latttce around the d1 slocat1.on 

line that would close in a perfect crystal (note the simtlarity 

to the idea of curvaturel). The first kind of dislocation 

is· the screw dislocation. When you make a loop around the 

line, you end up shifted up a plane of atoms. ,'These are'~' 

energet' cally popular configurations for crystals stnce ___ , 
",,~,-

. Yftttrstartlng a new face 'in crystal growth is hard, whereas . If I ~ ,i(:;, .,.' l 

continuing growth on a ragged edge is easy. If a growth 

gets started growing helically it has no trouble continu

tng. The Burger's vector is parallel to the dislocat"on 

line in this case. The other kinp arises when ato~s are 

in perfect planes perpendicular to the dislocation, but 

within a plane there are more atoms accross the top of a 

square around the dislocation than the bottom. You can 

imagine taking a perfect crystal, making a slice halfway 

through it, and inserting a half plane of extra atoms. The 

Burger's vector in this case is perpendicular to the dis

location line. The dislocations can move about in the 

crystal, the higher the temperature, the more easily. At 

a critical temperature, the dislocations are so free that 

the response to a small external shear stress changes from 
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elast'ic to fluid ( the dislocations can move to the stressed 

area) • 

In two.-dimens';ons we have point d\slocat\ons. Tt turns 

ou~ that the energy of a single dislocation \s logarith~ically 

dependent on the size of the system. Tn addition, the energy 

of pairs of dislocations goes logarithmically with the distance 

between them. All of our previous results hold for two 

dimensional, crystals. A single dislocation acts like a free 

vortex. A pair of dislocati..ons with equal and oppostte Burger's 

vectors acts like a vortex~anti-vortex pair. We can thus 

understand the sol id-liquid trans 4 tion in terTI'S of pairs of 

dislocations with oppos1.te Burger's vectors form~ng at low 

temperatures. As the temperature -is raised, they eventually 

become free, disordering the crystal and allowtng fluid response 

to shear stress, i.e. turning the solid into a liquid. 
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G.2.ng,l'\!§.l2.U 

What can we conclude from all this? The Kosterlitz-

Thouless vortices have been a brilliant success but use 

only the simplest of topological ideas. The field theory 

lumps have as yet only appeared classically and have at 

present no observational s1.gnificanoe. The theories, how

ever, have a certain richness that suggests that stm1.lar 

ideas may bear fruit in other places. There are some very 

general features of theories that are easy to understand 

when looked at from a topologtcal standpoint (eg. the solitons 

in stne-gordan theory or the stab'tli ty of systems with 

feedback). There is the possibillty, for example, that more 

. conservation laws wtll be'.found to have a topologtcal chs,r

acter, thus further illuminating their mechanism. It appears 

that topology gives us a way 'of creating new levels of ob

jects (eg. we can consider vortex interactions independently 

of the underlying spin interactions). Topology appears to 

be a rich source of concepts. Tn particular, its very power

ful algebraic analysis of seemingly non-algebraic phenomena 

appears to bear a close resemblance to the present physical 

theory's analysis of physical phenomena. As has happened 

so many times in the past, perhaps the richness of this 

language will allow us to express new kinds of truths of the 

untverse. It is roy feeling that tn some form, topological 

ideas 'l.n physi.cs are here to stay. 
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